Working Together: Accreditation Update

**Inclusive Training**
- Overview for all constituencies
- Solicited participation
- Writing Teams
- Evidence Gathering

**Champion Writing Teams**
- Met consistently throughout 2014-15
- Gathered evidence
- Outline Draft #1 Complete
- Evidence posted in Smartsheet
- Process effectiveness feedback

**Ongoing Communication**
- Got Evidence?
- Accreditation Notes
- The Hot Pink Sheet
- Accreditation Website with resources
- Committee Visits (PAC)
- Writing Team Support (Dr. Scroggins, Kristina Allende)

**Putting it all Together**
- Cap Analysis assignment
- Writing team outline draft #2 recommendations
- Editor creates final copy
- Final reviews for feedback
- Final review of Self-Evaluation

**Continual Engagement**
WE NEED YOU!
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Inclusive Training
- Overview for all constituencies
- Solicited participation
- Writing Teams
- Evidence Gathering

Put it all Together
- Gap Analysis assignments
- Writing Team outline Draft #2
- Recommendations
- Edit review final drafts
- Final revisions for feedback
- Submit review of Self-Evaluation
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Accreditation Steering Committee
- Guiding the ACCJC process
- Members from all constituencies
- Provide feedback
-潤
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Accreditation Steering Committee

- Guiding the ACCJC process
- Members of all constituency groups are represented, provide input, and serve as a resource to the campus
Inclusive Training

- Overview for all constituencies
- Solicited participation
- Writing Teams
- Evidence Gathering
Ongoing Communication

- Got Evidence?
- Accreditation Notes
- The Hot Pink Sheet
- Accreditation Website with resources
- Committee Visits (PAC)
- Writing Team Support (Dr. Scroggins, Kristina Allende)
Champion Writing Teams

- Met consistently throughout 2014-15
- Gathered evidence
- Outline Draft #1 Complete
- Evidence posted in Smartsheet
- Process effectiveness feedback
Putting it all Together

Developed Collaboratively

- Gap Analysis assignments
- Writing Team outline draft #2 & recommendations
- Editor creates initial draft
- Focus Forums for feedback
- Public review of Self-Evaluation
Continual Engagement

WE NEED YOU!
Mt. SAC 2017 Accreditation Self-Evaluation Timeline

2013 to 2014

- Summer: Faculty Accreditation Coordinator hired
- Fall: Self-Evaluation Timeline created
- Winter: Gap Analysis distributed
- Spring: Standard Team leaders and members identified

2014 to 2015

- Summer: Accreditation Steering Committee convened
- Fall: Overview training for constituents
- Winter: Standards Team Meetings begin
- Spring: Progress update to Board and PAC

2015 to 2016

- Summer: 11/2 Teams complete outline draft #2 and recommendations
- Fall: Progress update to President & PAC
- Winter: Focus Forums for feedback
- Spring: Drafts Completed

2016 to 2017

- Summer: Board certifies Self-Evaluation
- Fall: Final version of Self-Evaluation to Marketing
- Winter: Board Special Accreditation Study Session
- Spring: ACCJC Site Visit

Excellence & Distinction: Our Pathway to Accreditation
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Ongoing Communication
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- Accreditation Notes
- The Hot Pink Sheet
- Accreditation Website with resources
- Committee Visits (PAC)
- Writing Team Support (Dr. Scroggins, Kristina Allende)

Inclusive Training
- Overview for all constituencies
- Solicited participation
- Writing Teams
- Evidence Gathering

Champion Writing Teams
- Met consistently throughout 2014-15
- Gathered evidence
- Outline Draft #1 Complete
- Evidence posted in SmartSheet
- Process effectiveness feedback

Put it all Together
- Gap Analysis assignments
- Writing Team outline draft #2 recommendations
- Edit courses
teaching tools
- Final revisions into feedback
- Final review of Sallie Evaluator

Continual Engagement
WE NEED YOU!